1950’s Rawlings Display
A customer stopping Rawlings baseball glove display from the
1950s would have caught the eye of any sporting goods shopper
with a brand new Rawlings glove featured. The stand is
approximately 30 inches tall by 13 inches wide with a 3-inch glove
stand base…………………………………………………….$225
1950’s Wally Post Rawlings PM20 Glove
Soft and supple glove. It has some piping wear but otherwise in
excellent condition. High-quality glove with early Rawlings label.
Smooth liner feels great on hand……………………………....$80

=

=

1920’s Bill Doak Rawlings Original Glove in Box
Original Rawlings Bill Doak glove, near mint with box. Soft, supple leather inside and out. Great on hand feel. Super
patch and factory stamps. Some cellophane on the box but nicely intact…………………………………..…………$875

Early 1900’s Spalding Crescent Glove

=

Talk about a glove with provenance. This one comes with a letter or note from
the son of the man who owned it. It says, “Glove used & owned by Rutherford
H. Snow my father while at Peddie Institute in Canberry NJ.” The Peddie Institute
is a private boarding or prep school in Highstown, NJ that has turned out a number
of Major Leaguers over the years. The Peddie baseball team was established in
1870. This is a wonderful example with a pristine asbestos lining, no ink and is
all original. It’s a high-end model measuring about 9” tall and 8 ¼” wide. We as
collectors have always closed our eyes and wondered who owned these gloves in
the past. Now is your chance to have one.…………………………....……$1,300

=

1920’s Victor, Wright & Ditson 1” Web Glove
Nice cream/white color Victor, Wright & Ditson sewn 1" web. Super soft glove in excellent condition. Very nice
VWD label. Rolled leather piping and smooth soft liner……………………………………………………………...$400

=

1955 Roy Campanella Stall & Dean Zipper Model 951
Catchers Mitt
Here is a rarity for you! Most collectors are familiar the
Ken-Wel zipper models, and the Wilson and Ripon
zippered heels. Were you aware that Stall & Dean tried
their hand at zipper model in the 1950's? Well, they did
and here is your chance to add one to your collection. This
is a Roy Campanella model 951 mitt that appears in the
1955 Stall & Dean catalog. As you can see, it is near top
of the line and is well constructed. The leather on the mitt
is cracking in a few areas and the stampings are worn and
difficult to read. The inner lining shows wear with
cracking but is hole free. There is ink on the back wrist
strap and faintly on the thumb. Stall & Dean patch intact
but shows wear. The zipper is intact but I have not
attempted to see if it still works. If you are a collector of
odd or unusual models, this one may be up your
alley!............................................................................$375

1910’s D&M Fielders Mitt
=

Missing a liner but really neat glove. Can’t see model number….…………………………………............................$115

c. 1946 Ken Keltner Rawlings KK Original Rolled Web Glove
Very rare Rawlings KK Ken Keltner split finger glove c. 1946
with all original rolled lace web that was banned in 1948.
Most known examples are on the Red Rolfe RR model. Ex
condition; cloth tag; no writing; chafing and wear inside
pocket. This may be a one of a kind in the market……….$760

=

=

Early 1900’s Lefty Crescent Glove
This early lefty full web crescent pad glove measures 8.0"
from left to right and 9.25" from top to bottom. The asbestos
lining is in nice condition all the way through the finger stalls.
………………………………………………………..$1,250

=

1901 D&M Crescent Catchers Mitt

This is a 1901 D&M catchers mitt. It has smooth white leather, patented sewn palm with grommet and riveted
web and a D&M patent heel lace. The mitt is large, high-quality and in superb condition………………$1,400

=

1920’s D&M G41X Glove
Outstanding unused white D&M G41X. Fantastic glove with rolled leather piping and perfect stamping and D&M
label……………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………$700

1959 Wilson A2000 Shooting Star Glove
Top of the line. With a bigger and a better hinge and more ergonomic
shape, the Wilson A2000 took the baseball world by the storm in
1957, stealing the spotlight from longtime leader Rawlings.
All original lacing and solid leather. Sharp stampings. Pristine patch
and perfect lining. Light but evident wear to back fingers. Top of
the line, it retailed for $36.50 in 1959 ($322 in today’s
dollars)……………………………………………………........ $550

=

=

Early 1900’s Crescent Pad Catchers Mitt
This buckle back grommet web catchers mitt is a beast. It’s an adult sized high-quality model. It shows moderate period
use including a smooth lining that feels great on the hand with no holes inside. The grommet flap web is loose. It has
a rivet on the right side of the buckle strap, which was probably a period repair. This is a great mitt. Guaranteed….$495

=

1910’s Spalding Full Web Glove
Here is a white Spalding full web 9 inch x 9 inch. Web is completely attached. Liner without tears. Near mint Spalding
tag………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…$325

=

1937 Walter Johnson D&M G40 Glove
Draper Maynard G40 Walter Johnson, see picture with initials engraved, otherwise nice…………………………....$875

=

1920’s Rawlings Gibson Mitt
A nice patch and the markings are good at the base of the mitt. It features the rare snap heel closure. A large mitt and
top quality and great condition…………………………………………………………….………………………….$695

Early 1900’s A.J. Reach Crescent Glove
Just a beautiful example of a crescent glove. It has a
perfect asbestos lining that feels so good and snug on the
hand and the piping is just as nice. It has the period
smaller button. All the seams are tight and the glove is
incredibly supple. It measures about 9” tall x 8.5” wide.
The black & gold A.J. Reach patch is outstanding. There
are the faint remains of the name “Boyce” on the back of
the thumb, pinky and the web. Never tried to research the
name but that would be a fun project.
Great
glove!......................................................................$1,000

=

Rawlings HOH PRO-1000 HCD H Web Glove
This one is not even fully broken in………………………………………………………………………………….$200

1930’s Lou Gehrig Banner Peerless F81V Glove
This Lou Gehrig V-notch bucleback glove has no ink
but a hole in the lining 2/3 up. It measures 9 ¾”
tall…………………………………...………..$1,100

=

1920’s Diamond Brand Fused Finger or Elongated Index Finger Glove
Extremely rare Diamond Brand example of the fused finger, elongated finger or stubby finger crotch glove (or whatever
you want to call it). This glove was presumably modeled after the Donahue, Sarge Connelly and Lefty O’Doul Wilson
models and Wilson referred to them as a “Specially designed first and second finger separated only about one inch from
tips affords extra protection when catching a hard-driven ball.” It has a smooth lining with no holes and feels nice on
the hand. The red Diamond tag is starting to come loose on the left side. It has some chafing or minor cracking on the
back of the thumb where it says “It’s a Diamond. These models rarely come to market. If you get it and don’t dig it,
please send it back as this one is tough to part with………………………………………………………………..….$450

=

c. 1938 Dazzy Vance Ken Wel 533 Super Special Glove
Rare version of a Dazzy Vance Ken Wel fielders glove. The glove has the typical Vance finger lacing, however it has
the “patch” web. Glove has two patches, however they are in fair to poor condition. Glove leather is real nice – no
holes and all original lacing………………………...…………………………………………………….…………..$185

c. 1919 Thomas E. Wilson 600 Glove
A circa 1919 Thomas E. Wilson model Professional Model 600 sewn web glove in near mint condition, this is a large
glove in pristine white leather and russet colored leather piping and interior. Top of the line in its day. The cloth patch
and factory stamps are flawless………………………………………………………………………..……………$2,200
=

1920’s Stuffy McInnis Stall & Dean Basemitt
Smooth liner, near mint tag and web and strap buckles in great working
condition. Previous owner Mick partially written in light ink rear
pinky finger area. The Stuffy McInnis signature is very light……$475

=

=

Warren Spahn Rawlings XPG3 Heart of the Hide Personal Model Glove
This is very clean, with a perfect lining and neatly engraved backwards SS on back of little finger — looks like it was
done with a soldering iron……………………………………………………….……………………………………$150

1930’s Tony Lazzeri Marathon 4227 Glove
Although he was overshadowed by Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig and later
Joe DiMaggio, many Yankees considered the scrappy second
baseman the most valuable player on the team. From 1926 to 1937
Lazzeri's bat was a part of what the Yankees' terrified opponents
dubbed "Murder's Row". His glove work around second base led to
him being considered the best at his position during the era his career
spanned. When they played the first All-Star Game in 1933 it was only
natural Tony Lazzeri was the AL's second baseman. To this day
Lazzeri is the only man in baseball history to hit a single, double, triple
and grand slam home run in that order in one game and was the first
in history to hit two grand slams in one game.
This glove is a really nice Marathon 4227 manufactured in the 1930's,
The glove is in excellent condition overall, with a nice endorsement.
Only flaw is a repair between the thumb and palm but, it doesn't take
away from the overall gorgeous condition of this glove!...............$195

=

=

1910’s/20’s Victor, Wright & Ditson 1” Web Glove
Outstanding condition black and dark brown Victor, Wright & Ditson sewn 1" web baseball glove. Large glove that
feels nice on hand. Quality leather with nice cloth label…………………………………………………………….$350
$

=

1940’s Cy Young Hutch Glove
Hutch Cy Young - photos tell the story………………………………………………………………………………$200

=

1917 Goldsmith TB Glove
This is a1917 Goldsmith "Illustrated Lion" TB
glove. Sewn web with factory sewn webs joining
the last three fingers. Outseam construction, super
patch and factory stamps. A flagship model and
fantastic in every way……………………...$3,500

=

1950’s Norm Zauchin Dubow 668 Basemitt
This trapper-style basemitt is very clean with rolled leather trim, some silver in the signature and the wooliest wrist band
ever seen. Rare glove…………………………………………………………………………………………….……$75

=

c. 1900 Wrap Around Crescent Catchers Mitt
It features a buckle web and laced heel. A similar one is identified in the Sear's catalogs during the turn of the century.
A large mitt in great condition and one of a kind!......................................................................................................$1,300

=

1940’s MacGregor Goldsmith SG Snare Model Glove
Good condition…..…………………………………………………………………………………………………….$65

Early 1900’s Horace Partridge 45M White Full Web Glove
This glove is buttery smooth all the way from the white buckskin-like leather to the lining all the way through the finger
stalls. It is just one of those that is awesome to the touch and feels amazing on the hand. The glove measures 8.5” from
left to right and 9.5” from top to bottom. S ome of the original palm stampings remain, though they are hard to make
out. But “45M”, presumably the glove’s model number, remains strong. In addition, a stamping of “15” is on the front
side of the web. And oh, that fantastic black and gold patch! There aren’t too many full webs from this manufacturer
out there, and even less in this condition……………………………………………………………………………...$750
=

c. 1939 Hal Lee G600 TruSport Glove
This is a TruSport G600 V-Notch buckleback
glove. The inner lining is near perfect and
extremely smooth. It features a nice TruSport tag
and lots of silver in the stampings. All the stitches
and seams are tight. There is a two-digit number,
Donald Hettinger and Texas written faintly in
period ink above the tag. It is extremely faint and
does not distract from the appearance of the glove.
It shows light to moderate use, pridefully stored in
the right environment. Just a fantastic example of
this high end glove……………………...…..$135

=

=

1920’s Harry Heilman Thomas E. Wilson 604 1” Web Glove
Thos. E Wilson 604 Harry E. Heilman 1” web — lining is smooth; there are stitching tears between thumb and forefinger
and between forefinger and middle finger, but the leather is not torn, the web is detached from the thumb. Displays well.
Hard to find HOF’er………...…………………………………………………………………..…………………….$175

=

1910’s/20’s Nap-A-Ite 1” Web
Very few examples ever cataloged from this company. This one is far from pristine by any means but is super cool.
The lining is nice with no holes and the web has a period repair. The history of this company couldn’t be described any
better than Mike did on the Forum. Click link below (Ctrl Click)…………………………….............................……$185
http://www.vintagebaseballgloveforum.com/phpBB3/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=4448&p=25562&hilit=napa#p25562

=

1910’s Goldsmith Full Web Glove With Celluloid Button
Pictured is a 1910's Goldsmith model sewn web glove with a colorful celluloid button. The leather on the glove is soft
and supple. Inside, the lining shows wear with a hole in the thumb slot. The stampings on the front of the glove are
very worn and difficult to read. There is no ink on the glove but there is an indentation of some type on the side of the
pinky finger. The black/yellow Goldsmith tag is fully intact and readable. The red and white celluloid button displays
some cracking but is fully intact and displays well. Add some color to your collection with this relic!........................$475

1930’s Ray Schalk Wilson 507 Catchers Mitt
This is a Vintage 30's Wilson model 507 Ray Schalk catchers mitt.
The glove is in excellent vintage condition. The leather is strong
and complete with some chaffing on the front below the pocket.
It has fully intact and complete leather lacing and leather piping.
The strap on the back is fleece lined and the leather lining that
greets your hand is especially smooth. This mitt feels great on and
you can pound a nice pocket with your fist. It has a web that is
tightly laced through a 2nd. layer of re-enforcing leather. The Ray
Schalk facsimile signature and the Ray Schalk block letter
stamping on the front are both readable as is the Wilson logo and
model number 507. In the mid 30's the Ray Schalk model catchers
mitt was Wilson's top of the line.
Ray Schalk played major league baseball from 1912-1929.
During those hears he was catcher for the Chicago White Sox and
the New York Giants. He was considered the premier catcher in
baseball during his playing years. He was known as the smartest,
nerviest, and most competent catcher in baseball during his
playing career. He was the first truly mobile catcher, backing up
first and third and the only catcher to make a putout at every base.
All that being said, he was especially known for his handling of
pitchers. For all of these reasons he was rewarded with election
to the Baseball Hall of Fame in 1955.
This is a great glove and a hard one to find. It is in excellent
condition and carries the facsimile signature of the best catcher of
turn of the century baseball, HOF Ray Schalk. Although the web
has been replaced, it is in excellent condition and carries the
facsimile signature of the best catcher of turn of the century
baseball, HOF Ray Schalk…………………………………..$245
=

……….……....$245

=

1960’s Larry Sherry Wilson 974CL Glove
USA Wilson Larry Sherry 974CL rolled leather trim, perfect lining, high-quality glove. According to Joe Phillips, the
CL in the model number stood for Chicago Leather, the Wilson plant that turned out a lot of the professional gloves.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………$75

=

c. 1962

Rawlings XPGP Heart of the Hide Glove

The Cadillac of Rawlings in the early 1960s. Rare in any condition, particularly as this. Sturdy and beefy with no
blemishes. All original lacings. Perfect patch and stamping. No blemishes. This model was the most expensive
Rawlings sold, for $43.50 in 1962 ($361 in today’s dollars) and featured the short-lived DUAL STEP DOWN PALM
and SPEED TRAP. A real keeper…………………………………………………………………………………....$550

c. 1919 Reach 6A Catchers Mitt
This Reach model 6A catchers mitt is golden Reaco leather. It features a buckle web and fastback design. A large mitt
with super on hand feel. A top model in the Reach catalog. Nice patch and front markings……………………….. $350
=

=

1950’s Pee Wee Reese Denkert G64LL Glove
Denkert Pee Wee Reese Pro Maker — hardly used; lots of silver in the stamping…………………………………...$75

=

1920’s Babe Ruth D&M G41 Glove
Great glove. Signature is light but there……….………………………………………………………………...….$1,600

=

1920’s Winchester Catchers Mitt
Winchester catcher’s mitt in excellent condition. Tough
to find left-handed model has perfect Winchester patch
and solid buckle back strap. Lacing is all original – no
holes or tears in the leather…………………………$195

=

1950’s Mickey Mantle Rawlings/Montgomery Ward 60-4241 Glove
This is a late 50’s (possibly early 60’s) USA model featuring the older facsimile Mantle endorsement. This glove was
made by Rawlings for Montgomery Ward. It’s a good sized glove in nice overall condition and feels great on the hand.
The lining is smooth for the most part with no holes or damage. It still retains its original shape for the most part and
doesn’t fold over on its own. It has never been cleaned and would benefit from a light conditioning to shine it right up.
The only flaw is ink on the back of the web. Keeper for me any day of the week if it weren’t for the back of the
web……………….……...…………………………………………………………………………………………….$95

=

c. 1912 Spalding Club Special XL Glove
After this gem first changed hands on eBay, Vintage Baseball Glove Forum gushed,
“Every so often there is a home run. Stellar condition. It is all leather and has a great look to it with super
markings in the pocket and a great patch. The piece de resistance was the stamping on the back of the finger
stall. That's rarely seen. The stamp reads. ‘Licensed Patent No. 881,315 March 10, 1908.’ That number refers
to the famous diverted seam patent. Later models had this stamp on the front of the glove. Pretty cool.”
Medium sized mid-shelf glove sold through the teens. The price was about half the top model. Measures 9 x 9
inches…………………………………………………………………………………………………………...…….$475

=

1930’s Davega Glove
Nice condition, no tears in the lining; double tunnel web. Davega New York cloth label. The initials “DK” are written
on the wrist strap……………………………………………………………………………………………………….$45

=

1920’s/30’s George “Boots” Grantham National Basemitt
This is a National George “Boots” Grantham buckleback first basemitt— good lining; nice logo of a bighorn sheep on
a mountain peak. One tear in the perimeter lacing but the lace tucks neatly into the eyelets to hide the tear. Name and
uniform number written on back. Very rare…………………………………………………………………………$150

1930’s Leo “Gabby Hartnett” Marathon 4258 Catchers Mitt
This buckle back catchers mitt is an adult sized high-quality
model. It shows very little use, or more like shelf wear. It
features both block and facsimile signatures, the facsimile
being much bolder than the block letters up top. The only
flaw to speak of is minor piping chafing on the lower part
of the wrist strap. It has never been cleaned and would shine
right up cuz the leather is so nice and smooth...……….$195

=

Early 1900’s A.J. Reach White Crescent Glove
There aren’t too many white Reach crescent gloves out there.
This early white full web crescent pad glove measures 8.0"
from left to right and 9.25" from top to bottom. It has the
A.J. Reach button and corresponding black and gold tag. The
asbestos lining is in nice condition all the way through the
finger stalls. There is a slight half-inch tear in the web.
……………………………………………………..…$1,400

=

1940’s Walter Cazen Reach, Wright & Ditson 2523 Glove
This is one of those interesting Nokona-made models for Reach, Wright & Ditson in the late 1940’s. Walter Cazen
played from 1931 to 1945 entirely in the minor leagues, the International League actually. It’s an extremely rare model
and the only one I have ever seen or heard of. It’s supple and near mint with just some shelf wear. It still retains almost
all the silver in the stampings and a near perfect lining. It just needs to be wiped down once. Great glove…....…..…$200

=

1930’s Lou Fonseca JC Higgins Glove
Fonseca was a first and second baseman as well as a manager and played for the Reds, Phillies, Indians, and White Sox
during his 12 year career. While not a power hitter, Fonseca's best season was in 1929, with the Indians. This is when
he hit .369 to win the American League batting title, after coming off the 1928 season during which, he broke his leg.
His success was short-lived however, as he broke his arm in 1930 and, a torn ligament in his leg prematurely ended his
playing career. This JC Higgins fielders glove is a very nice example and has a clear endorsement. It will display very
well………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...…$205

=

1960’s Ed Kranepool Rawlings TN 50 Basemitt
USA Rawlings Ed Kranepool TN 50 basemitt RHT — nice condition; names written on the back………………….$65

=

1960’s Warren Spahn Rawlings XPG3 Glove
Warren Spahn "left hand thrower" glove! This is an early 60s Rawlings Heart of the Hide XPG3. Exceptional leather
inside and out, solid label and stampings light to moderate use with no visible ink…………………………………...$189

=

1920’s Victor, Wright & Ditson 1” Web Glove
Very nice Victor, Wright & Ditson lefty sewn 1" web. Fantastic condition, great label, soft leather. Smooth soft on
hand feel………………………………………………………………………………………………………………$375

=

1930’s Melvin Ott JC Higgins Glove
Mel "Master Melvin" Ott, was a right fielder who played for the New York Giants from 1926 through 1947. He passed
Rogers Hornsby to become the all-time National League home run leader in 1937 and held that title until Willie
Mays passed him in 1966.
This JC Higgins Mel Ott Glove is very clean and soft, with a terrific endorsement!!....................................................$195

=

1930’s/40’s Nassau Sport Shop Catchers Mitt
Nice Nassau Sport Shop catchers mitt. Rare maker tag . In nice condition with smooth liner……………………..$110

=

1977 Rod Carew MacGregor M2TS Glove
Rod Carew RARE MacGregor M2TS. This model was only produced in one year (1977!) and was one of MacGregor’s
upper end gloves in that time period. At first glance looks brand new but has light to moderate use. Really nice leather
inside and out with nice deep stampings, no visible ink!...............................................................................................$110

Early 1950’s Andy Pafko Wilson A2080 Outseam Glove
=

Near mint and still supple. I haven’t seen a nicer example………...……...…………………………………….......$695

=

1920’s/30’s Grover Cleveland Alexander JC Higgins 1676 Glove
GC Alixander "misspelled" 1676 JC Higgins, wrist strap and patch damage, feels good on hand………………….…$425

=

1920’s George Sisler Rawlings/Crescent Sporting Goods Basemitt
Nice Rawlings/Crecent Sporting Goods George Sisler basemitt. Really high-quality mitt that feels nice on hand with a
smooth inside liner……………………………………………………………………………………………………$175

=

1940’s Bill Werber George A. Reach GV6 Glove
An extra large glove in fantastic condition with a laced pinky and interesting curve-form cutouts on the fingers…….$400

=

1920’s/30’s Grommet Web Glove
Excellent condition, probably never used.…….………………………………………………………………......….$375

=

1920’s Rawlings 2BLX Basemitt
The mitt has seen some use but the patch, front markings and overall leather condition is still really good. Nice twotone leather construction with white leather piping………………………………………………………………….$195

=

1941 Rawlings T75 Trapper Basemitt With Box
This is a Rawlings T75 Trapper Mitt issued in 1941 with original matching box. Glove is original with all laces and no
writing. and supple in and out; it probably wasn’t used much. Box is all there and intact. I don’t think there ever was
a cloth tag on it. For glove geeks, this was the first-year issue of this new design (Trapper, Claw) and was used by most
pros in the 1940s. It sold for $10 in 1941……………………………………………………………………………..$150

=

1940’s Joe Beggs Goldsmith Glove
Joe Beggs Goldsmith 1940’s tunnel loop model glove.
Great signature with some silver remaining. Leather is
soft and supple – glove has a great feeling on your hand.
Very little wear………………………………………$40

=

1920’s D&M 1” Web Glove
High-end Draper and Maynard 1” web fielders
glove. Perfect patch and button. Leather inside
and out are soft and supple – no holes. Getting
tough to find nice high-end gloves in this
condition………………………………...…...$195

=

c. 1930’s Grommet Webbed Glove
Rare and very tough to find fielders glove with intricate lacing between the fingers. I can’t make out the manufacturer’s
name on the glove. The leather and eyelets between the fingers are original, however the leather lacing itself is a
replacement. Glove leather is in very good shape with no holes………………………………………………………..$200

=

c. 1940’s Buckleback Glove
Interesting fielders glove with very unique finger lacing. Looks as if the lacing is original to the glove – I can’t make out
the manufacturer, however there is some stamping in the palm area. You will love the very unique wrist strap that is firmly
attached. Glove leather is soft and pliable with no holes. Very cool looking glove…………………………………….$110

=

1910’s A.J. Reach Full Web Glove
Full web Reach fielders glove. Great reach tag and button. Full web is firmly attached. Great looking glove in excellent
condition……………………………………………………………………………………………..………………..$300

=

1930's Dave Bancroft James W. Brine
HOF’er Endorsed Model Split Finger Glove
This is a high-quality glove that shows use and
wear. The high-quality leather is soft and
supple. The inner lining shows wear with
some cracking and dryness but there are no
holes. As seen in the picture, there is a vintage
repair to the thumb seam. To the right of the
endorsement, there is a slit in the leather - it
doesn't go all the way through but is
visible. Unfortunately, the James Brine tag is
worn and unreadable. The endorsement is
strong and fairly easy to see. Bancroft is one
of those not so easy to find Hall of Fame
endorsements. Here is your chance to add one
to your collection………………………..$275

=

1920’s Rawlings WH 1” Web Glove
Soft and supple glove. It has some piping wear but otherwise in excellent condition. High-quality glove with early
Rawlings label. Smooth liner feels great on hand…………………………………………………………………….$225

1930’s Virgil Barnes Thomas E. Wilson Glove
Tough to find in any condition, Thos. E Wilson fielders
glove with Virgil Barns endorsement. Strong script
stamping also shows block letter stamping. Nice Thos. E
Wilson button. Interior leather is great. There is a small
hole in between two of the fingers……………………..$65

=

1910’s/20’s JC Higgins 1” Web Glove
Early JC Higgins 1" sewn web. Well used but
still in good condition……………………..$100

=

=

1940’s Rudy York OK Basemitt
It’s a near mint model with a interesting and rare extended pocket built into the web. I haven’t seen another like it in this
condition. High quality all leather construction………………………………………………………………………$225

=

1930’s Harold Pie Traynor JC Higgins Glove
Harold Pie Traynor JC Higgins, genuine calfskin, professional, feels good on hand……………..…………………….$95

1950’s Canadian Tire Corporation Mastercraft S969 Basemitt
If unique and mint is your thing, check this one out! This one appears to be an unused, mint Mastercraft Black Trap
Trapper mitt made by the Canadian Tire Corporation. The contrast between the leather and the stampings pop on this
baby!...............................................................................................................................................................................$60
=

=

1920’s Walter Johnson Glove
The Walter part of the endorsement is hard to see but there…………………………………………………………...$175

=

1910’s A.J. Reach Catchers Mitt
Nice thick mitt………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$65

=

1950’s Mort Cooper Rawlings MC Glove
Rawlings Mort Cooper MC — LHT. Rawlings St. Louis label and shield button. Rolled leather trim is flaking on back;
otherwise great condition. Lots of silver in the stamping, including 100% silver signature. High-quality glove…….$150

=

Late 1920’s Eddie Collins Goldsmith EC Glove
Goldsmith EC Eddie Collins, very nice smaller version and rarely seen glove……………………………………..$1,250

=

1930’s/40’s Buckleback Catchers Mitt
No-brand buckleback catcher’s mitt — smooth lining; a couple of eyelets are coming loose; otherwise fine. Highquality mitt……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$95

=

1930’s Melvin Ott Goldsmith MO Glove
This buckle back glove also features the inner greased palm. Horsehide with worn but intact leather lining. “V” type
back with leather strap and buckle. Single tunnel web with laced rawhide through eyelets. Well-padded in thumb, heel,
and finger. Beautiful Goldsmith logo in center of the palm and on thumb: “A Goldsmith Product.” HOFer………..$175

=

Early Battey Rawlings PNB Heart of the Hide Catchers Mitt
This is a USA no-break catchers mitt with Big Wheel web. It has one broken lace between thumb and web. Good
lining…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$75

=

1935-36 Lou Gehrig Jr. JC Higgins 1692 Basemitt
This Lou Gehrig basemitt has no ink and a smooth lining. It measures 9 ½” tall…………………………………...$1,100

=

1910’s Spalding Catchers Mitt
Nice early what I think is suede leather. Whitish color mitt if hardly used condition. Perfect cloth label. Really nice
large size catchers mitt………………………………………………………………………………………………..$250

=

1960’s Jim Lemon Nokona TST10 Glove
This Nokona Jim Lemon model TST10 is the "Tex Siz-Trap" seven finger glove. It’s a really large glove, Nokona's
best, with all the whistles and bells you would expect. Superb condition and on hand feel……...……………………$250

=

c. 1942 Frank Frisch Spalding 128 Glove
This is a large high-end professional model of the HOF’er from the Gas House Gang. It shows moderate use but no
abuse and even has some silver left in the endorsement. It has no ink, rips or tears. It’s all original with a smooth lining.
Just needs a cleaning…………………….………………………………………………………...……………….....$125

=

Tim Redding Easton Game-Used & Autographed Glove
This is a Tim Redding "GAME USED & AUTOGRAPHED," Easton, sewn name Professional Model glove. The glove
shows good use (for a pitcher’s glove) light use overall. Beautiful tanned leather with genuine deer skin lining. Made
in the USA! This is an early career glove (with the Houston Astros). There are several photos with Tim using this
model glove at that time………………………………………………………………………………………………$235

Wilson-Western Bead Weld Catchers Mask
Very tough to find Wilson-Western bead weld
catcher’s mask. Full size adult mask with
straps attached but are just hanging
on. Wilson stamping on the chin pad is
clearly visible…………………………..$275

=

